VoIP 101

getting the best
V o I P

Phone

call quality

Using VoIP phones is smart! 
A few factors can impact your experience. 
Here’s how to achieve the best call quality.
The more devices that share your network, the more
likely you are to experience delays or see your call quality
suffer. When you think about everything that’s actually
connected, it’s easy to see how many “conversations” are

Woah, look
at what’s
connected!

happening at the same time. Many times we think, “I have
fast internet, no problem,” and it is important to have a
high speed internet connection. But the real bottleneck
can simply be all of today’s devices talking to your router
at the same time.
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The Fix

“All this chitter-chatter, chitter-chatter, chitter-chatter...”

Removing devices is a sure way to limit traffic, but that’s not always feasible. Instead, look for
options to limit the frequency of automatic updates or schedule them outside of business
hours. As an example, Windows updates can be limited. See settings under “Office Hours,”
“Deliverability Optimization” (disable “Allow downloads from other PCs”) and “Deliverability
Optimization > Advanced Options” (set limits for how much bandwidth can be used for
updates). Finally, make sure other users aren’t streaming non-essential content when you need
the bandwidth. Netfilx bingeing is great, but not so much when it interferes with work!

Over three?
Set it free.

Not many of us are willing to keep a cell phone for
more than a few years. Over time, they really slow
down! Your computer, modem and router are the
same. Hardware that’s more than three years
old—and sometimes less—simply wasn’t designed or
built to handle all of today’s simultaneous
connections. The slower processors and limited

Fond memories, maybe.
But don’t let yesterday’s
tech cramp your
communications

memory (RAM) from older devices will very often
reduce your call quality and add unnecessary delays.

You can purchase a new modem and/or router, but chances are good your internet service

The Fix

provider (ISP) will happily replace your existing equipment if it’s from them and out of date.
After all, they want you to continue using their service—and you won’t if it’s too slow. The other
part of the equation is your computer. It’s always best to have the fastest computer with the
most memory (RAM) you can reasonably afford. With today’s prices, upgrading is easier than
ever. The words, “my computer is just too darn fast” have never been uttered. Bonus: Recycle
your old gear when possible. Your computer, modem and router may no longer serve your
business needs, they may be great for a student or someone with a very limited budget.

Get wired.
Who doesn’t love the convenience of WiFi? It allows us 

to be online just about anywhere in our home, office 

and beyond. But it can come with a price for VoIP 

users: WiFi is notorious for temporarily dropping 

connections or suffering interference from other 

wireless devices. Think those sound detrimental to  
call quality? You’re right!

Plug it in. Now that you’ve got your computer(s), modem and router up to speed, ensure your
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connection is too. A direct, wired setup will always provide the fastest, most stable connection
and greatly reduce issues with your phones. With todays fast internet speeds, be sure your
cables are “CAT6” or higher; older cables won’t keep up. In the rare instance that a hard-wired
connection is impossible, a mesh WiFi system (Ubiquiti Amplifi, Netgear Orbi, Google Nest WiFi,

Eero or similar) will provide better coverage than non-mesh systems. But it’s worth repeating:
A physical network connection is strongly recommended in all circumstances.

Bridge rocks VoIP.
After you've experienced the huge advantages of a VoIP phone system, you'll never consider a
traditional landline again. And taking these three steps (be aware of and manage what's on your
network; update your hardware; and connect via network cable vs. WiFi) and you'll have
eliminated many if not all of the bottlenecks that can cause issues with your calls. ¡Viva la VoIP!


These actions should greatly benefit anyone using any VoIP phone system, though it was created
for users of The Kotter Group's Bridge software. Designed specifically for insurance agencies
and their employees, Bridge provides an amazing VoIP phone service along with dozens of
other powerful features.


These Bridge features help agencies sell more policies and retain more customers: E-Signature,
Inner-office Chat, Video Calls, Video Proposals, Live Website Chat, Web and Quote Forms,
Prospecting and Sales Tools, Sales/Prospect Tracking (coming soon) and much more. Bridge also
does something amazing that all agencies really need: It allows them to seamlessly integrate all
of their communications in their management system. This allows them to quickly and easily
maintain E&O compliance—critical to every insurance agency.


Is your agency on Bridge? More than 10,000 users already 

know why you should be! Contact us today for a free, 

personalized walkthrough of the system that will radically 

improve your agency.
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